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Abstract
Anomalous changes in the ST segment, including ST level deviation and ST shape change, are the
major parameters in clinical electrocardiogram (ECG) diagnosis of myocardial ischemia. Automatic detection of ST segment morphology can provide a more accurate evidence for clinical diagnosis
of myocardial ischemia. In this paper, we proposed a method for classifying the shape of the
ST-segment based on the curvature scale space (CSS) technique. First, we established a reference
ST set and preprocessed the ECG signal by using the CSS technique. Then, the corner points in the
ST-segment were detected at a high scale of the CSS and tracked through multiple lower scales, in
order to improve its localization. Finally, the current beat of ST morphology can be distinguished
by the corner points. We applied the developed algorithm to the ECG recordings in European ST-T
database and QT database to validate the accuracy of the algorithm. The experimental results
showed that the average detection accuracy of our algorithm was 91.60%. We could conclude that
the proposed method is able to provide a new way for the automatic detection of myocardial
ischemia.
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1. Introduction
Myocardial ischemia is a disorder of cardiac function. It occurs when the heart muscle, or myocardium, receives
insufficient blood flow caused by a partial or complete blockage of the coronary arteries. Myocardial ischemia is
a major cause of the occurrence of myocardial infarction and serious abnormal heart rhythms [1]. The major
ECG symptom related with myocardial ischemia is ST segment change, including ST level deviation and ST
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shape change. There has been increasing interest in automatic detection of ischemic ST-segment changes. A
number of detection algorithms of ST segment change have been developed to detect ischemic episode, such as
the artificial neural network [2] [3], the hidden Markov model [4], discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and support vector machine (SVM) [5]. However, most of these algorithms focused on the detection of the ST level
deviation and only a few methods directly classify the ST shape. The curvature analysis has been widely used in
locating the end of T-wave [6] and finding characteristic corner points of ECG [7]. The point of peak curvature
can not only distinguish whether the current ST segment is straight line or curve, but also identify concave and
convex. However, due to the influence of the noise and drift, the point of the peak curvature might not truly reflect the information of ST shape.
Mokhtarian et al. previously described a novel method for image corner detection based on the curvature
scale-space (CSS) representation [8]. With the increase of scale, the noise is smoothed away and only the extreme corresponding to the real corners is remained. In this study, we introduced the CCS technique and developed an algorithm for ST shape classification. Firstly, we established a reference ST set that consists of five
morphologies: horizontal, upsloping, downsloping, concave and convex [9]. Then we used the CSS technique to
detect the corner points at a high scale, and tracked through multiple lower scales to improve localization. Finally, the point with the maxima of absolute curvature on ST-segment was used to classify ST shape. The ECG
data in the European ST-T database and the QT database were used to validate the performance of the algorithm.

2. Methods
2.1. Pre-Processing
ECG signal is a weak low frequency and low amplitude voltages signal and can be easily affected by offsets and
noise, such as power frequency interference, baseline wander, and Electromyographical interference. These
noisy elements have to be removed before the signal is used for next analysis. In this study, we first used FIR
(Finite Impulse Response) band-pass filter to remove the high frequency noise. The filtering frequency was set
at 0.05 to 45 Hz. Then, a Gaussian low-pass filter was applied to further smooth the ECG signal.

2.2. Establishment of a Reference ST Set
Before the experiment, a reference ST set was established. As shown in Figure 1, the morphology of ST was
classified into five types: horizontal, upsloping, downsloping, concave, and convex. The aim of ST shape classification is to help physicians to distinguish an ischemic ST from a non-ischemic ST, and estimate how serious
the ischemia is. For example, the emergence of the concave elevation often has no any significance or indicates
pericarditis. However, convex and oblique straight elevation are showed to be more serious, and usually indicate
acute myocardial infarction.

2.3. The Curvature Scale-Space Technique
The CSS technique was introduced by Mokhtarian et al. [8]. In that study, they proposed a novel method for
image corner detection based on the CSS representation. This technique is suitable for standing out corner features at multiple scales. In the paper, we used this technique to extract the feature of ST segment. To compute it,
the ECG signal is represented as follows:

O(t ) = ( s (t ), v(t ))

Figure 1. A reference ST set.
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where O(t) is the ECG original signal, t is a time variable, s(t) is a sample index at t and v(t) is a signal voltage.
We converted O(t) into the CSS by a Gaussian low pass filter and got the smoothed ECG signal C(t, σ), defined
by the following equation [7].

C (t , σ ) = ( S (t , σ ), V (t , σ ))

(2)

where S(t,σ) = s(t)  g(t,σ) and V(t,σ) = v(t)  g(t,σ). g(t,σ) denotes a Gaussian function of width σ.  is the
convolution operator. In this study, σ is also taken as the scale parameter. The curvature k(t,σ) is calculated
based on the smoothed signal C(t,σ) by Equation (3).

k (t , σ ) =

S '' (t , σ )V ' (t , σ ) − S ' (t , σ )V '' (t , σ )
 S ' (t , σ ) 2 + V ' (t , σ ) 2 

3/ 2

(3)

where S'(t, σ), S"(t, σ), V'(t,σ), and V"(t, σ) are expressed by Equation (4).
S ' (t , σ
=
) s (t ) ⊗

∂
g(t , σ ) ,
∂t

=
S '' (t , σ
) s (t ) ⊗

∂2
g (t , σ ) ,
∂t 2

=
V ' (t , σ
) v(t ) ⊗

∂
g (t , σ ) ,
∂t

=
V '' (t , σ
) v(t ) ⊗

∂2
g (t , σ ) .
∂t 2

(4)

The curvature k(t,σ) was used to extract the feature of ST segment and classify the morphology of ST segment.
The corners correspond to the local maxima of the absolute curvature in the ST segment. There are many maxima in the ST segment due to noise at a low scale. With the increase of the scale, the noise is filtered and only
the maxima that reflect the information about the ST shape remain.

2.4. Feature Extraction of ST Segment
Figure 2(a) shows an example of original ECG signal. The feature points including the peak of R wave and T
wave, the start and the end of ST-segment were located by using the vertex selection method [7]. The start of
ST-segment, also called J-point, is very important in locating the ST-segment and detecting the ST level. In order to eliminate the influence of noise on locating J-point, the concept of tracking in the multi-scale method
based on the CSS was introduced to locate J-point. This process consists of the following 4 steps:
Step 1: The curvature of the smoothed ECG signal is calculated at the lowest scale σlowest.
Step 2: R wave is detected by local extrema, which is located at the maximum voltage. T wave is detected
during the next 3/4 RR-interval. The extreme points in the range of [Rpeak + 40 ms, Rpeak + 80 ms] are considered
as the J-point candidates. The Rpeak expresses the peak of R wave.
Step 3: Increase the scale to σlow, and get a new curvature curve. The updated J-point candidates in the same
range as Step 2 are obtained.
Step 4: To improve the location of the real J-point, tracing is introduced to the detection. Tracing is continued
until the scale is very high (σ = σhigh) and the new J-point candidates are obtained. The maximum point of the
absolute curvature in the new J-point candidates is considered as the J-point.
As shown in Figure 2(b), the extreme point corresponding to the end of ST segment is not obvious. We located it by a supplemental vertex selection method [7].

2.5. Morphological Classification of ST Segment
ST shape classification is performed by calculating the vertex in ST segment that reflected the information about
the bending degree of ST segment. However, due to the influence of the noise, the real vertex is difficult to
detect. Therefore, we developed a rule by using the vertex in ST segment at multiple scales. The rule is as follows:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Original ECG signal (a) and the feature points of ST (b).

1) Calculate the mean and maximum curvature of ST segment at the scale σlow. If the mean curvature of ST
segment is within the threshold area [−tavr, tavr] and the maximum curvature of ST segment is less than the threshold tmax, the current ST is classified as linear shape. Otherwise the current ST is classified as curved shape.
2) If the voltage of the end of ST segment is greater than the start of ST segment for the linear shape of the ST
segment, the current ST is classified as upsloping shape. Otherwise the current ST is classified as downsloping
shape.
3) We find the point corresponding to the largest absolute curvature in the ST segment at the high scale σhigh
for the curved shape of the ST segment. This point is denoted by Kcur. If Kcur > 0, the current ST is classified as
convex shape. Otherwise that will be classified as concave shape.

3. Experimental Results
The ECG data in European ST-T database and QT database were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Thirteen ECG records were selected, 5 from European ST-T database and 8 from QT database.
Analyses were performed using MATLAB (MATLAB 7.0, The Math Works Inc).
In order to determine the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, all the results were verified by a physician. Table 1 is the results of analysis for ECG records from QT database. The number of total heart beats is 983. In
general, the proposed algorithm showed an excellent classification performance. For sell03, se1114 and se
116272 ECG data, the correct rate of classification reached 100%. The average correct rate is 96.54%.
Table 2 shows the ST shape classification results for e0105, e0121, e0147, e0113 and e0207 ECG data from
European ST-T database. The developed algorithm had the best classification result for e0121 record, with the
correct rate of 98.89%. The developed algorithm showed a poor performance for e0147 record. The correct classification rate is only 63.34%. The reason may be that this record include the shape of upsloping, downsloping
and horizontal etc. However, the average correct rate reached 86.66%. The average classification accuracy of the
proposed algorithm reached 91.60%.
The proposed algorithm used two parameters (the scale σ and threshold t) to extract the feature of ST segment
and classify the ST shape. The experimental results showed that the algorithm had the best performance when
σlowest = 6 and the threshold tavr = 0.03 and tmax = 0.05. If we start with σlowest = 4, tracking can be accomplished at
σlow = 6 and σhigh = 8 - 10. Figure 3 shows the result of the ST shape classification by the proposed algorithm. In
the figure, the start of the ST segment is marked with “■” and the end of the ST segment is marked with “▽”.

4. Conclusions
ST-segment change, including ST level deviation and ST shape change, is an important index for diagnosis of
myocardial ischemia. The ST shape change can help physicians to find the real cause of ST change and provide
a reference for diagnosis some diseases. Numerous automatic methods have been developed for detecting ST
change in previous literature [2]-[4] [10]. However, only a few methods directly classify the ST shape.
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Table 1. The ST shape classification results of the QT database.
Record

No. of total beats

No. of correctly
classified beats

No. of wrong
classified beats

sel103

243

243

0

100%

sel123

48

44

4

91.67%

sel100

80

78

2

97.5%

Correct rate (%)

sel114

75

75

0

100%

sel14046

168

160

8

95.24%

sel16272

111

111

0

100%

sel14157

98

93

5

94.90%

sel223

160

145

15

90.63%

Total

983

949

34

96.54%

Table 2. The ST shape classification results of the European ST-T database.
Record

No. of total beats

No. of correctly
classified beats

No. of wrong
classified beats

Correct rate (%)

e0105

90

79

11

87.78%

e0121

90

89

1

98.89%

e0147

90

57

33

63.34%

e0113

90

84

6

93.34%

e0207

90

72

8

80.00%

Total

450

391

59

86.66%

Figure 3. The result of the ST shape classification by the proposed algorithm: (a) Horizontal shape, (b) Upsloping shape, (c)
Downsloping shape, (d) Concave shape, and (e) Convex shape.
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In this paper, we proposed a ST shape classification method based on the curvature scale-space technique.
The point of absolute maximum curvature in ST segment was obtained by CSS technique and used to classify
the ST shape. We applied the developed algorithm to European ST-T database and QT database. The results indicated that the proposed method has a high classification correct rate and is accurate in classifying ST shape. In
addition, the proposed algorithm provides an effective method for the extraction of J-point, which can be used in
extracting the start of the QRS complex as potential level. This method can be used to automatically classify the
ST shape in long term ECG.
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